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ABSTRACT

In recent years, PCs have become very popular for a wide
range of applications, such as immersive virtual reality sce-
narios. As a consequence, in the last couple of years, there
has been a great effort to develop novel acquisition, represen-
tation, compression, and transmission solutions for PC con-
tents in the research community. In particular, the develop-
ment of objective quality assessment methods that are able to
predict the perceptual quality of PCs. In this paper, we present
an effective novel method for assessing the quality of PCs,
which is based on descriptors that extract perceptual color
distance-based texture information of PC contents, called Per-
ceptual Color Distance Patterns (PCDP). In this framework,
the statistics of the extracted information are used to model
the PC visual quality. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed framework exhibit good and robust performance when
compared with several state-of-the-art point cloud quality as-
sessment (PCQA) methods.

Index Terms— Point Cloud; Quality Assessment, Tex-
ture Descriptors, Local Binary Patterns, Local Color Pattern

1. INTRODUCTION

PC representations consist of collections of points in a 3D
space, with their corresponding positions and attributes that
describe surface properties. To accurately describe a 3D
scene, PCs require a large number of points, which limits
their use in real applications. As a consequence, in the last
couple of years there has been a great effort in the research
community (both in academia and industry) to develop ef-
ficient ways to represent, display, process, compress, and
transmit PC contents [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Lately, a par-
ticular area that has attracted a lot of attention is the quality
of PC contents and, in particular, the design of PC quality as-
sessment (PCQA) methods that can automatically predict the
perceived quality of PC content. It is worth mentioning that
PCQA methods can be used not only to evaluate the quality
of decoded, rendered, or transmitted PCs, but also to under-
stand the representation and display requirements needed to
achieve a good perceived quality of experience (QoE) for the
end-user.

Thanks to CAPES agency for funding.

In recent years, a number of PCQA metrics have been
proposed [10]. For example, Meynet et al.[11] introduced an
adaptation for PCs of metric originally intended for meshes,
which uses the curvature disparity to predict the PC qual-
ity [12]. Their work shows that curvature statistics have
a higher capability to predict quality than pure geometric
distance-based metrics. Torlig et al. [13] developed a quality
metric that maps 3D volumes onto 2D images. Their metric
uses orthographic projections in combination with conven-
tional 2D image quality metrics, but it does not exploit the
intrinsic 3D structures of PCs. Alexiou and Ebrahimi [14]
developed simple metrics to capture the perceived geometric
impairments of distorted PCs. Javaheri et al. proposed a
PCQA method based on the generalized Hausdorff distance,
which instead of taking the maximum distance over all the
distances considers only the K-lowest distance values [15].
Viola et al. proposed a metric that combines color- and
geometry-based metrics in order to provide a global quality
score. Their metric takes into account the color statistics by
analyzing the color histograms and the correlograms [16].
Meynet et al. proposed a metric that also takes into con-
sideration geometry- and color-based features, using logistic
regression to combine these features and produce a quality
estimate [17]. Alexiou et al. [18] provides an interesting
analysis of the effects of pre-processing and different render-
ing methods of PC on the performance of the state-of-the-art
PCQA methods. More recently, Alexiou et al. [19] also
proposed a PCQA based on local features extraction, with
correlation data comparing different metrics with 2 data-sets,
presenting promising results.

Most of the work on PCQA are full-reference (FR) pro-
posals, which means a PC reference is used by the PCQA al-
gorithm to assess the quality of the degraded version of a PC.
Bello et al.[20] provided a review on the use of deep learning
in 3D vision tasks, including classification, segmentation, and
detection, while pointing out that local point relationships are
more effective for modeling a PC data-driven approach. Liu
et al. [21] proposed the first no-reference method (NR) for
PCQA which uses a data-driven approach and applies a con-
volutional neural network (CNN).

In previous works, we have explored the use of texture
descriptors to estimate the quality of PC contents, achieving
good and promising results [22, 23]. In [22] we propose the
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joint use of an already available point-based geometry-only
metric together with our texture-based color-only proposal in
order to improve the PC quality prediction. In this paper, we
explore a novel color-based feature extractor which consid-
ers a local neighborhood for the computation, and percep-
tual color distances based on CIELAB color-space distances.
The proposed descriptor consider local neighborhood rela-
tions based on the perceptual color distances, providing rel-
evant intrinsic information for a given PC, which we use for
quality prediction.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the proposed feature extractor. Section 3 describes
the experimental setup. Section 4 discusses the performance
of the proposed method when compared with state-of-the-art
PCQA methods. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method evolves previous Diniz’s works [22, 23,
24] by introducing a novel PC texture descriptor based on
perceptual color distances. Figure 1 outlines the proposed
framework, which is composed of multiple stages, such as
the voxelization stage, the feature extraction stage, the fea-
ture distance measurement stage, and the prediction model.
The feature extraction stage is divided into two blocks: the
descriptor computation and the collection of its statistics. The
distance metrics are used to compute the difference between
the descriptors’ statistics of the reference and test PCs. The
distances are then fed to the prediction model to generate the
quality score. In the next sections, we describe each step used
in the proposed framework.

2.1. Voxelization

The voxelization stage models the geometric scenes into their
corresponding discrete volume element (voxel) representa-
tions [25]. In other words, it approximates complex scenes
with thousands of polygons into discrete 3D voxels, sim-
plifying the task of computer graphics algorithms, such as
volumetric rendering or object collision [26]. Voxelizing a
3D PC content consists of discretizing the continuous space
points into a volumetric grid, where the parallelepipedic ele-
ments are the voxels. This procedure not only decreases the
PC complexity but also enables better access and manipula-
tion of the data. Voxels can be either occupied with a color
value or can be empty. To voxelize the PC, we first set the
voxel size (VS) as given by the following equation:

V S = ES3, (1)

whereES is the edge size (ES) of a voxel, which is computed
with the following equation:

ES =
k

Q
·

Q∑
n=1

(
1

knn
·
knn∑
i=1

d (Ni(Pn), Pn)

)
, (2)

where Q is the number of points of the PC, k is an ES mul-
tiplier (which we tested with different values), Pn is the n-
th point of the PC, Ni(Pn) are the coordinates of the i-th
point nearest neighbor to Pn, and knn is the number of near-
est neighbors considered for the voxel size calculation, which
is 8 in our case (in a resemblance to 2D surface neighbor-
hood shape). The function d (Pa, Pb) returns the Euclidean
distance between points Pi and Pj .

It is worth pointing out that the VS value in Eq. 1 is com-
puted independently for each PC. Also, when the voxelization
is applied, given a voxel size, more than one PC point might
be present inside the voxel, in this case, the points’ color are
averaged to provide the final color value for the voxel.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of voxelization on the vi-
sualized PCs. In this figure, the first column corresponds
to the original (not voxelized) PCs, and three levels of com-
pression (a simple downsampling in the example), from low
to high - low meaning low quality (strong downsampling),
to high, meaning high quality (little downsampling). Also,
the PC points in the first column are rendered with appro-
priate splatter size not to present holes, while the other six
columns correspond to PCs voxelized using different voxel
sizes. The first row corresponds to the uncompressed PC,
while the other three rows correspond to compressed PCs with
high-, medium-, and low-quality levels, respectively. Notice
that the quality of the voxelized PCs depends on the compres-
sion level. For instance, when no voxelization is employed
(1st column) the uncompressed and compressed PCs have
more subtle perceived differences. However, for the voxelized
versions in the second column, the impairment levels of the
different compression levels are quite different. Moreover,
for larger voxels (e.g. see the last 4 columns) the perceived
quality differences seem to decrease again.

2.2. Feature Extraction

The feature extraction stage consists of computing the de-
scriptor, which will be later used to estimate the PC quality.
Here, the basic assumption is that visual impairments affect
the outputs of the descriptor and, therefore, we can use their
statistics to estimate the overall visual quality. Before com-
puting the descriptors, the PC is voxelized as described in
Section 2.1. Then, figure 3 depicts the next steps of our pro-
posal: the PC points are converted from RGB to CIELAB
colospace, in order we can obtain perceptual color distances
between each point (in the picture, the first point in the list)
and its neighbors, by using the CIEDE2000 distance [27],
which is the latest and most accurate distance metric for map-
ping perceptual color differences in a linear way. The Percep-
tual Color Distance Patterns (PCDP) feature extraction works
by obtaining the CIEDE2000 distance C for N neighbors of
each point in a PC, and then using the distances C of each
neighbor to create a label L, by using the algorithm in Equa-
tion 3, which is applied in a iterative manner. We tested with
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed framework for designing point cloud full-reference metrics.
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Fig. 2. The visual effect of the voxel size on the pristine reference of Long Dress PC and its impaired versions.

varying number of neighbours (N ), and opted to use 12, as
it provided good results. The label size adopted was 8 bits,
which was validated independently to other variables, to be a
good performing option.

L =

{
L ∨ (1� bC[i]−2.5

2.5 c), if 2.5 ≤ C[i] < 20.0;

L ∨ (1� 7), if C[i] ≥ 20.
(3)

where the symbol ∨ is a bitwise OR and � is a bitwise left
shift. After all neighbors are analyzed, a final 8-bits label L
is obtained, as shown in figure 3, through a real example.

In Figure 3 (for simplicity, shown with just 8 neighbors),
for the given target voxel we show the set of selected neigh-
boring voxels. The CIEDE2000 distances, shown as ”delta-
E” in the picture, is then used to set a bit (or not, if delta-E is
less than 2.5) in the PCDP label. The rationale of the PCDP is
that smaller perceptual color distance among a neighbor will

set a less significant bit, while large perceptual color distance
will set a higher significant bit, and a very small difference
(approximately smaller than the Just Noticeable Difference
threshold, around 2.5), will not alter the label.

2.2.1. Statistics Computation

We extract the statistical information H from the labels cre-
ated by the PCDP by computing its histograms:

H = {h(`0), h(`1), h(`2), h(`3), · · · , h(`255)}, (4)

where H represents the histogram and h(`k) is the frequency
(or empirical probability) of the label h(`k) among all PC
points. In our case, k ranges from 0 to 255, as it is 8 bits.

The histograms are used as feature vectors to compute the
PC quality. In our proposal, the histograms are computed for
the reference (pristine) and test (possibly impaired) PCs.
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Fig. 3. Graphic schematic of the PCDP.

The motivation to collect the above statistics is because it
is non-trivial to find the corresponding voxels from the refer-
ence and test PCs. By computing the reference and test his-
tograms independently, we can reduce the difficulties of com-
paring texture information of a PC to a problem of comparing
distributions, which can be done using statistical distances.

2.3. Prediction Model

The first steps of the quality prediction model proposed in this
framework are the voxelization, feature extraction, histogram
calculation and, as a full-reference proposal, histogram dis-
tances calculation. In order to calculate the histogram dis-
tances, many metrics are available, and after all these steps,
a regression function is used to improve the correlation of
the obtained distances with the ground truth data which is
available for the selected data-sets used for comparison to
other PCQA proposals. The prediction model used in this
work is depicted in Figure 4, which contains the represen-
tation of the statistics of the reference and test PC features,
histogram distance calculation and the regression model,
which outputs the final quality score of this proposal. The
histograms of the reference PC (Hr) and test PC (Ht) are
compared using a distance metric D = D(hr, hi). To com-
pare histograms, we can use several metrics, such as L1

(Cityblock), L2 (Euclidean), L∞ (Chebyshev), f-divergences

(e.g., Hellinger, Bhattacharyya, Kullback–Leibler, Jensen-
Shannon [28], χ2) [29], or the Wasserstein distance [30]. The
prediction model uses a regression algorithm that takes as in-
put the histogram distances D and maps them into a predicted
quality score. The regression method used in this work is the
Logistic function, as described by ITU [31]. The Logistic
function, as discussed in previous work [24] was used fit the
experimental data from the PCDP to the subjective scores, as
it well matches the perceptual behavior of the human vision
system.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & PROTOCOLS

In our tests, we use the following datasets, which contain sub-
jective scores collected from psychophysical experiments [13,
32, 5, 33].

• D1 [13]: This database has 6 reference PCs, which in-
clude human bodies and inanimate objects. It includes
54 test PCs, impaired at 9 distortion levels. Distortions
were produced using an octree-based codec, with color
attributes encoded using the JPEG algorithm. Subjec-
tive scores were obtained in two different universities
(UnB & EPFL), and we use the arithmetic average of
both scores in the comparisons.

• D2 [32]: This database has 6 reference PCs, which
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the regression used in the prediction model in the proposed framework.

include human bodies, inanimate objects, and large-
scale PCs. It includes 36 test PCs with 2 categories
of distortions. Specifically, the distortions were ob-
tained with the projection-based encoder (3DTK) and
the octree-pruning (PCL) with three distortion levels
(high, medium, low). Since this database was gener-
ated using inter-laboratory cross-validation, it contains
multiple sets of MOS values. In this case, we also
adopted the arithmetic average of the MOS values of
the three universities which carry the subjective tests,
namely UBI, UC, and UNIN.

• D3 [5]: This database has 8 references and 232 test
PCs and its contents are similar to D1. The distor-
tions included in this database were generated by
the MPEG-3dGC codecs, namely the video-based
point cloud codec (V-PCC) and four variants of the
geometric-based point cloud codec (G-PCC). The vari-
ants of G-PCC include the Region-Adaptive Hierarchi-
cal Transform with Trisoup (RAHT-Trisoup), RAHT
with Octree (RAHT-Octree), Wavelet/Lifting-based
with Trisoup (Lifting-Trisoup), and Wavelet/Lifting-
based with octree (Lifting-octree). Subjective experi-
ments were carried in two universities (UnB & EPFL),
and we used the MOS values of the two universities
averaged.

• D4 [33]: This database has 6 references and 107 test
PCs. This dataset contains human full-bodies and upper
bodies, while the distortions were also created with the
MPEG encoders, by the variants V-PCC and G-PCC.
Subjective MOS values were obtained in 4 different
universities - UBI, UC, UNIN and UTS.

We compared our metric with well-known state-of-the-art
point-to-point (po2point), point-to-plane (po2plane), plane-
to-plane (pl2plane), and projection-based (proj) PCQA met-
rics. We used the voxelization and kd-tree-based near-
est neighbors search algorithms implemented in Open3D
library[34]. Regression and statistical methods were taken
from the Scikit-Learn library [35]. To test the perfor-
mance of the proposed method, we compare the predicted

scores with the subjective scores provided in the benchmark
databases using the Spearman rank-order correlation coef-
ficient (SROCC), shown in Equation 5; and Pearson linear
correlation coefficient (PCC), shown in Equation 6. In this
work, we used 9 distance metrics: Bray-Curtis, Canberra
[36], Cityblock [37], Chebyshev, Cosine, Euclidean, Jensen-
Shannon [28], Wasserstein [30], and Energy. These distance
metrics were computed using the Scipy library [38].

PCC(mi, pi) =

∑
i

(mi −ma)(pi − pa)√∑
i

(mi −ma)2
√∑

i

(pi − pa)2
, (5)

where mi is the subjective MOS score, pi is the predicted
score, and ma and pa are their average.

SROCC(mi, pi) = 1−
6

L∑
i=1

(mi − ri)2

L(L2 − 1)
, (6)

where mi is the subjective MOS score, pi is the predicted
score, ri is the rank order of pi and L is the number of test
content PCs.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & ANALYSIS

In order to evaluate our proposal, depicted in Fig. 1, we can
vary the voxelization k parameter and the histogram distance
metric. To investigate the most suitable parameter combina-
tion for each descriptor described in Section 2, we performed
several test simulations, where we varied choices/parameters
for the proposed PCQA method.

We tested the following voxelization parameters: 0.7, 1.0,
1.3, 1.6, 2.0, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0, 7.5 and ‘novox’. The ‘novox’
parameter means no voxelization was performed, with the
coordinates and attributes of the points being passed to the
descriptors unchanged. Also, different distance metrics for
the histogram distance calculation between reference and test
content was evaluated. We present the results of the PCC and
SROCC for PCDP and other metrics in figures 5 for D1, 6
for D2, 7 for D3 and 8 for D4.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of PCC and SROCC for PCDP, in terms of voxelization parameter k and different histogram distance methods,
with other metrics, for D1 data-set.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel color-based texture de-
scriptor which considers local neighborhood perceptual color
distances for quality assessment, named Perceptual Color
Distance Patterns (PCDP). We also introduce a parametrized
voxelization procedure to be applied prior to the feature ex-
traction. To assess the quality of a test PC, we apply the
descriptor to the reference and test PC contents and com-
pare their statistics. We tested the proposed approach on
four datasets and compared the results with state-of-the-art
PCQA metrics. Results show that the proposed framework
has a good and robust accuracy performance, outperform-
ing or matching other methods while extending prior work
PCQA methods based on local feature descriptors. This work
also reinforces the good results obtained by using PC local
neighborhoods for feature extraction, as suggested by our pre-
vious work [22, 24, 23], while it introduces a novel scale and
rotation invariant PCQA method based on perceptual color
differences, with promising results with strong performance

when compared to other metrics.

Among the conclusions this paper brings to light are that
the Jensen-Shannon distance presented the best results with
our PCDP operator; that the voxel size influences the perfor-
mance of the operator, so a way to optimize its selection is
desirable, as different data-sets had different subjective proce-
dures for quality assessment; when using the Jensen-Shannon
distance, our proposal outscores all MPEG reference metrics
in D1 and D2, in almost any k voxel setting, while in D3 and
D4 data-sets we are third best with optimum k setting, after
Point-to-Plane MSE and Point-to-Point MSE; the other tested
metrics seem to work well when the content is degraded with
the MPEG PC encoders, in which test conditions degrade ge-
ometry and color with analogous intensity.

Future works will focus on feature extractors for geome-
try features, for better quality prediction accuracy when used
jointly to a color feature extractor. Among the limitations of
our color-based PC quality metric framework is the limited
capability of identifying geometry impairments. While some
geometry impairments can modify local neighborhood color
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Fig. 6. Comparison of PCC and SROCC for PCDP, in terms of voxelization parameter k and different histogram distance methods,
with other metrics, for D2 data-set.

statistics and indeed be captured by our proposal, some geo-
metric impairments can not be captured by this indirect man-
ner.
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